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Abstract
The moving-baseline localization (MBL) problem arises
when a group of nodes moves through an environment in
which no external coordinate reference is available. When
group members cannot see or hear one another directly,
each node must employ local sensing and inter-device communication to infer the spatial relationship and motion of
all other nodes with respect to itself.
We consider a setting in which nodes move with
piecewise-linear velocities in the plane, and any node can
exchange noisy range estimates with certain sufficiently
nearby nodes. We develop a distributed solution to the MBL
problem in the plane, in which each node performs robust
hyperbola fitting, trilateration with velocity constraints, and
subgraph alignment to arrive at a globally consistent view
of the network expressed in its own “rest frame.” Changes
in any node’s motion cause deviations between observed
and predicted ranges at nearby nodes, triggering revision
of the trajectory estimates computed by all nodes.
We implement and analyze our algorithm in a simulation
informed by the characteristics of a commercially available ultra-wideband (UWB) radio, and show that recovering node trajectories, rather than just locations, requires
substantially less computation at each node. Finally, we
quantify the minimum ranging rate and local network density required for the method’s successful operation.

1. Introduction
Location determination is a fundamental problem, attracting human attention since antiquity. Today, GPS
(Global Positioning System [8]) infrastructure enables inexpensive hand-held receivers to determine earth-relative position to within a few meters, in outdoor environments with
sufficient sky visibility. However, location determination
remains an incompletely solved problem in “GPS-denied”
environments, where GPS service is unavailable or of low
quality: indoors; underground (e.g. in tunnel, bunker, or
cave networks); underwater; and in sky-obstructed outdoor
environments (e.g. valleys, forests, and urban canyons). Ef-

fective location and motion estimation in such environments
is the focus of the present paper.
A central goal of localization research and development
is to realize a user-borne device capable of reporting the
user’s location and orientation accurately during excursions
of arbitrary length and duration within GPS-denied environments. One strategy is to use inertial sensing to perform dead-reckoning. However even devices incorporating
heavy, expensive inertial sensors can incur unbounded position errors of 0.1 percent of the total distance traveled; more
typical errors are between one and ten percent [23]. Relative
position errors between many nodes, each performing deadreckoning, would diverge even faster. Some GPS-denied localization methods depend upon previously or concurrently
deployed infrastructure, such as passive or active fiducial
markers or beacons, imposing a deployment burden that is
unacceptable or impractical in many application domains.
This paper addresses the problem of determining positions and velocities for a group of devices (or nodes) moving within a GPS-denied environment. Like others, we take
inspiration from real devices that can measure their range
to, and communicate with, some subset of other nodes, and
we propose a distributed algorithm that reconstructs a globally consistent view of the network derived solely from local observations. However, we depart from previous work
in this area by supposing that all nodes are in motion, while
also assuming no external coordinate reference and no previously deployed infrastructure. This scenario arises from
real-world settings in which, for example, a group of people
or robots moves cooperatively through a GPS-denied environment to perform some task (e.g., emergency response).
We refer to localization methods operating in the absence
of a fixed reference frame as moving-baseline localization
(MBL) methods.

1.1. Algorithmic Setting
We consider an instance of MBL in which each moving
node can repeatedly generate a time-stamped measurement
of the range, or separation distance, between it and certain other sufficiently nearby nodes, and can discover the
unique identifier (i.e., integer ID) of, and exchange infor-

Figure 1. MBL as a local-to-global estimation problem. Available data (a) consists of
a time series of range measurements at each
node. Problem solution (b) consists of an estimate of all nodes’ motions in each node’s
rest frame (solution for node 1 shown).
mation with, any node to which it can range. This choice
of setting is motivated by existing devices with these capabilities, such as Crickets [16] and UWB (ultra-wideband)
radios [12]. The problem we face is then to combine a collection of local measurements (time-series range data, with
node identifiers) into a single, global estimate of all node
motions (Fig. 1). Our method estimates a trajectory for each
node that is consistent with recent range measurements involving that node.
We develop a distributed algorithm for MBL in the plane.
We start by analyzing the mathematical abstraction in which
each node moves with a fixed velocity, then generalize to
piecewise-linear trajectories. We assume that range data is
inherently noisy, and model ranging noise as a distribution
determined by experiments with real UWB devices. We
show that MBL can be solved in this setting through robust
hyperbola fitting, trilateration, and subgraph alignment. We
implement and analyze the algorithm in simulation, and discuss its extension to less restricted settings.

2. Related Work
For static nodes and noise-free ranging, a theoretical
foundation for network localization has been elucidated
in terms of graph rigidity theory [5], but has not, to our
knowledge, been extended to settings in which all nodes are
moving. When ranging is noisy, researchers have formulated Kalman filters that incorporate single noisy range or
bearing measurements arriving asynchronously, performing
“single-constraint-at-a-time” tracking [22]. To combat geometric ambiguity in trilateration, researchers have formulated a uniqueness criterion for network localization, suppressing localization of nodes with ambiguous position solutions [7]. One distributed localization method uses “robust quadrilaterals” (well-shaped 4-cliques in the network
ranging graph) to combat noisy ranging, achieving localization accuracy that is a small multiple of ranging noise when
all nodes, or all but one node, are fixed [14]. A “mobile-

assisted” localization method uses ranges from one moving
node to align fixed, localized but otherwise partitioned subclusters [15]. An “anchor-free” localization method treats
settings where inter-node hop counts are well-correlated
with inter-node metric distance [17]. None of these methods handles all-node motion other than by re-localizing the
entire network.
Ranging noise is not, in general, the only source of localization error; solution methods themselves introduce error
due to their differing algorithms for computing local (subgraph) embeddings and propagating information about local
solutions through the network in order to relate nodes separated by many hops. This phenomenon has been analyzed
to produce lower bounds for network localization error [19],
and used as a basis for comparison of a variety of localization methods [24].
Researchers have also studied localization for mobile
sensor networks. Sequential Monte-Carlo localization, developed for mobile robot localization, was adapted for mobile networks in range-based [4] and range-free [10] settings. Another algorithm maintains the intersections of convex polygons to estimate node locations [3]. However, these
approaches assume the existence of anchor nodes or external coordinate references. There is a method that does not
rely on anchor nodes [26], but it requires an accelerometer
for each node, and does not recover velocity information.
Several MBL methods have been proposed to support
autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) operations. One
method integrates acoustic communication and ranging to
achieve localization, but requires deployment of three fixed,
surveyed beacons to serve as position references [6]. Other
researchers equip a subset of AUVs with relatively expensive, high-quality proprioceptive sensors (e.g., inertial measurement units), which transmit their dead-reckoning navigation estimates to cheaper, less-capable vehicles [21]. All
vehicles are thus subject to position errors that grow without
bound [23]. This approach has also been pursued in the sensor network community, with distributed filtering for fusing
position estimates [20].
One MBL method developed to support collaborative autonomous robotics proceeds in rounds, in each round designating some nodes as nonmoving “portable landmarks”
while allowing other nodes to move [11]. This framework
does not support independent or spontaneous motion, for
example by human individuals operating as a team, and introduces communications latency as nodes coordinate their
movements. Another method enables all nodes to move simultaneously, but requires that each node be able to observe
range and bearing to all other nodes [18]; no known longrange sensor can provide such measurements in the presence of complex occlusion.
The thrust of the present paper differs from the work described above in three significant ways.

We assume that each node: has a unique integer identifier; can discover, range to, and communicate with nearby
nodes; and maintains the time t, either locally or through
a network synchronization method (e.g. [13]). These pairwise interactions induce a dynamic network in which two
nodes i and j share an edge ij when and only when they
can exchange information. Finally we assume that when
ij exists, a discrete sequence of range measurements rij (t)
is available at node i, describing the measured range from
node i to node j at time t, as observed at node i (Fig. 2).

Node j

Node i
Observation window

Figure 2. Time-series range data rij (t).
We start with the simplest instance of MBL: planar motion, with each node moving along a straight-line path at
constant speed. We can then cast the problem of recovering node trajectories as a low-dimensional optimization
(Fig. 3). Specifically, we must recover four DOFs (degrees
of freedom) per node: the quantities p~i and ~vi in the expression
~ i (t) = p~i + t · ~vi
L
(1)
where p~i and ~vi represent the (2-DOF) origin and (2-DOF)
~ i (t) is the
velocity vector of the ith node’s motion, and L
location of that node at time t. The observed ranges rji (t)
~ i (t) and L
~ j (t) then lie on a hyperbola
between two nodes L
defined by:

tcji

p~i

(2)

where
denotes the time at which nodes i and j make
their closest approach, mji denotes the node separation

~vi

rij (t)

p~j

~ j (t)
L

~vj

Figure 3. MBL recovers four DOFs per node.
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First, our primary goal is not to recover a motion estimate for all nodes in an absolute frame, but rather, for each
node, motion estimates for all other nodes expressed in the
frame in which that node is at rest. This goal arises from our
desire to provide situational awareness for a person moving,
with others, within a GPS-denied space.
Second, we make no use of external coordinates or preferred anchor nodes, nor do we require any infrastructure
deployment or configuration prior to localization.
Third, we treat the case in which all nodes are moving,
rather than treating each time instant as a separate static localization problem to be solved in isolation, or designating
some nodes as fixed and some as moving. We model all
nodes as moving along piecewise-linear trajectories, and recover descriptive parameters for those trajectories.
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Figure 4. The distance between two points
~ i (t) and L
~ j (t) moving with constant velociL
ties traces a hyperbola with respect to time t.
distance at this time, and sji denotes the relative speed
k~vj − ~vi k (Fig. 4). We define Hij = (sij , tcij , mij ) as
the motion hyperbola parameters for nodes i and j. (Note
that Hij = Hji , and rji at any specific time can be computed from Eqn. 2.) Our goal is to construct, from all available motion hyperbola parameters, an optimal global motion solution relative to a global isometry (i.e., an arbitrary
rigid translation, rotation, reflection and inertial or constantvelocity coordinate transformation).
We chose to recover node trajectories, rather than estimating all node locations independently (i.e., solving the
static problem in isolation) at each time-step, for three reasons. First, our approach requires recovery of fewer parameters (4N versus 2M for N nodes, M range measurements, and M  N ). Second, we can use the motion model
for both interpolation and prediction, using fewer computational resources and compensating for communication and
computation latency at each receiver (and at each user display). Third, we can use the recovered velocities for highlevel reasoning, rejecting physically nonsensical motions.

3.1. Overview
Each node estimates motion path geometry in its own
inertial coordinate system. We define a cluster to be any
connected set of nodes, and a local cluster as a cluster containing a node and its neighbors. We defined above the motion hyperbola parameters for node j as observed from node
i given three or more range samples rji (t). Once these parameters have been estimated (§ 3.2), each node estimates
the relative motion of each of its neighbors (§ 3.3), then constructs a local cluster by aligning computed positions and

velocities (§ 3.4). Each node broadcasts its local cluster solution, enabling every other node to construct its own global
view of the network (§ 3.5).
Ranging noise corrupts low-level motion estimation,
causing error in the computed localization solution. Each
node monitors error by comparing predicted and observed
ranges, and reinitiates localization (thus revising its estimates of all other nodes’ trajectories) whenever the observed error exceeds a threshold (§ 3.6).
As noted above, in the absence of an external coordinate reference, the most we can hope to recover is some
set of motion paths that are consistent with all range measurements, but ambiguous up to an isometry. The isometry’s translation, rotation and reflection components can be
resolved only with additional information, such as GPS or
anchor coordinates at three or more nodes. The inertial ambiguity is not an issue in our setting, because each node’s
MBL solution is expressed within its own inertial frame.
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3.2. Hyperbola Estimation
(c)

In this section, we address the problem of estimating the
motion hyperbola parameters Hij = (sij , tcij , mij ) from
time-stamped range measurements. Since the motion model
(Eqn. 2) is quadratic, given a sequence of n discrete range
observations between two nodes, (rz , tz ), z = 1, ..., n, we
consider the following quadratic model
rz2 = yz = γt2z + βtz + α + z .

(d)
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~
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The recovered parameters s, tc , and m define the slope
of the hyperbola’s asymptote, the x coordinate, and the y
coordinate of the hyperbola’s vertex (Fig. 4) respectively.
Estimation accuracy increases in general for more samples
and for samples closer to the hyperbola vertex (i.e., the time
of the nodes’ closest approach). After calculating the motion hyperbola parameters, each node communicates them
to its 1-hop neighbors so that they can make use of them in
estimating their own local clusters.

3.3. Path Estimation Geometry
The parameters estimated in the previous section capture
the relative position and motion of a pair of nodes. With
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Parametric regression methods such as ordinary leastsquares estimation are often used to estimate γ̂, β̂, and
α̂. However, ordinary least-squares estimation is not robust when the data contain significant noise and outliers
(modeled as i ), as in our setting. We therefore apply
nonparametric robust quadratic fitting [2], which performs
well even when the error term is not normally distributed.
For n ≥ 3, the motion hyperbola parameters representing
the relative motion of two nodes can be calculated from
Eqns. 2 and 3 as:
q
p
ŝ = γ̂; t̂c = β̂/(−2γ̂); m̂ = α̂ − β̂ 2 /(4γ̂).
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Figure 5. Recovering positions and velocities
for nodes i,j,k in the rest frame of node i.
three relations among three nodes i, j, and k, we can infer
the relative motion of the node triangle. Our approach, for
each node i, amounts to fixing i at its own origin and determining the motions of j and k in i’s frame. First, we exploit
the fact that, when two nodes i and j move linearly, at the
time of closest approach tcji the velocity of j with respect
to i with magnitude sji must be tangent to a circle of radius
mji centered at node i (Fig. 5(a)). Therefore, in node i’s
frame at any time t, node j has position (mji , sji (t − tcji ))
and velocity (0, sji ).
Likewise, the relative motion between nodes i and k can

be established in i’s frame (Fig. 5(b)) up to an unknown
reflection.
Now, we apply the remaining distance constraint rkj ,
which can be calculated from Eqn. 2 when Hkj is known,
to solve for the position of node k in the frame defined by
nodes i and j. This step yields two possible positions for
node k, and two possible relative velocities for nodes i and
k, giving a total of four possibilities (Fig. 5(c)).
Fig. 5(d) depicts relative velocities of all four cases in
Fig. 5(c) with respect to the node j. This ambiguity can be
resolved by considering the relationship between nodes j
and k, i.e. the Hkj (Fig. 5(e)). By comparing the motions
(l)
~ l = 1, 2, 3, 4, with k’s velocity, v~0 kj , to jk
~ in
~vkj to jk,
Fig. 5(e), one can identify the correct solution.
(l)
We do so by decomposing each vector ~vkj in Fig. 5(d)
~ and its (nonnegative) orthoginto its vector projection on jk
onal component, and calculate the magnitude of the corresponding difference vector from the decomposed v~0 kj in the
jk frame (Fig. 5(f)). The vector associated with the smallest
difference is chosen as the final solution. This disambiguation determines the position and velocity of node k in the
frame defined by i and j (Fig. 5(g)).
If the motion hyperbola parameters were exact, this procedure would always select the correct motion. In practice,
however, estimation error corrupts the recovered positions
and velocities of nodes j and k, making the disambiguation step imperfect. We employ the following heuristic to
suppress erroneous estimates:
(l)

min k~vkj − v~0 kj k > Cv

l=1,2,3,4

(4)

where Cv is a selection threshold. Any triangle that does
not meet this criterion is not used for local cluster construc(l)
tion. Because ~vkj and v~0 kj are both estimated values for
which parametric distributions are generally unknown, we
selected the 81st -percentile value Cv = 0.5 m/s empirically
from a Monte Carlo simulation (for 81 percent of the trian(l)
gle construction steps in the simulation, one of ~vkj matches
v~0 kj within 0.5 m/s).

3.4. Local Cluster Localization
The algorithm above constructs each triangle in its own
frame. Next, each node localizes its neighbors using a process analogous to chained trilateration.
Let us consider adding a triangle (i, j, k) to a local cluster, given common nodes i and j (Fig. 6). To align i and j,
we (1) translate the triangle in order to bring the positions of
i into alignment; (2) rotate the frames to bring the positions
of j into alignment; (3) determine whether the triangle must
be flipped or not, using distances from k to the other nodes
in the local cluster; and finally (4) apply a vector offset to
equalize the two views of ~vi and ~vj . By repeatedly aligning
triangles along shared edges in an arbitrary spanning tree,

Figure 6. Aligning a local cluster and a new
triangle sharing two nodes i and j by (a)
translation, (b) rotation, (c) possible reflection, and (d) an inertial frame (velocity) shift.
each node computes a position and motion estimate for all
other nodes in the local cluster (pseudocode in Alg. 1).
Algorithm 1 Local cluster localization
1: INPUT Node i: The node self.
2: INPUT Neighbors: {Neighbors to be localized.}
3: OUTPUT LocalCluster: {A set of (ID, position, velocity) tuples of localized nodes.}
4:
5:

InNodes = ∅: {Nodes already localized.}
Add arbitrary nodes j0 , k0 to InNodes.
7: Initialize LocalCluster as arbitrary triangle (i, j0 , k0 ).
6:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

for node j ∈ InNodes do
for node k ∈ Neighbors\InNodes do
if Hji , Hki , Hkj are available then
Construct triangle (i, j, k).
Merge (i, j, k) into LocalCluster.
Add k to InNodes.
end if
end for
end for

3.5. Global View Construction
To construct a consistent view of the network, we repeatedly find the best alignment for each pair of local clusters
that share three or more noncollinear nodes along an arbitrary spanning tree, each time adding a local cluster to the
MBL solution. The alignment operation requires extrapolating the cluster to be added to a common time, then finding the translation, rotation, reflection, and velocity offset
that transform positions and velocities within one cluster to
those within another. An efficient method for solving this
“absolute orientation” problem is known [9].
We consider the absolute orientation problem of aligning a cluster (denoted 2) to another cluster (denoted 1). We
denote node i’s position and velocity in cluster 1 and 2 as

(1)

(1)

(2)

(2)

(Pi , Vi ) and (Pi , Vi ) respectively. As in local cluster localization, we solve for the Euclidean transformation
(translation, rotation, and reflection) and velocity offset separately. We recover the Euclidean transformation from P (2)
to P (1) by minimizing the sum of squared residuals
X
2
(1)
(2)
(R0 , T 0 ) = argmin
Pi − R(Pi ) − T , (5)
R,T

i

where R is a rotation (and possible reflection) and T is a
translation. Eqn. 5 can be solved efficiently in closed form
by eigen-decomposition [9], in this case of 2 × 2 matrices.
After solving for (R0 , T 0 ), we solve
X
2
(1)
(2)
V 0 = argmin
Vi − R0 (Vi ) − V
V

=

X
i

(1)
Vi

i

−

X

(2)

R0 (Vi

)

i
0

to yield the velocity offset V that best shifts velocities in
cluster 2 to align with those of cluster 1.

3.6. Local Cluster Update
Using the method above, each node can compute a view
of the network using Eqn. 1. The error of any node’s view,
however, will grow over time as uncertain trajectory estimates are extrapolated in time. One simple way to combat
growing error would be for each node to relocalize the network continuously. However, this would waste computation
and communication resources when observed and predicted
ranges match. In our implementation, each node triggers relocalization whenever the most recent three range measurements disagree with prediction by more than one meter. After relocalization, each node broadcasts its new local cluster
solution. (We require three mismatching ranges, rather than
just one, to combat false positive relocalization events due
to one or two outlier range measurements.)

4. Experimental Results
We evaluated the proposed method on a discrete-event
simulator developed using Python and C (Fig. 7).

4.1. UWB Radio Node Characterization
Starting in January 2007, we characterized a currentgeneration UWB radio, the Time Domain Corporation
(TDC) PulsOn 210. While UWB time-of-arrival ranging
is generally accurate and resilient to multipath fading [25],
large distance errors can occur when line-of-sight between
radios is blocked [12] or when the amplitude of an impulse
received along a direct path drops below the device’s detection threshold [1]. We observed these phenomena during
our experiments, and found (following [1]) that we could
model the distance errors in practice as a sum of a highprobability small error and a low-probability large error as:
dˆ = d +  = d + s + u

(6)

Figure 7. MBL simulator, showing true
(green) and estimated (magenta) trajectories.
where dˆ is the measured distance, d is the true distance, s
is the small error, and u is the large error. We used this
model throughout our simulation studies.
To model s and u separately, we partitioned observed
range errors into small and large errors. We modeled the
small error as a Gaussian random variable with a mean dependent on the true distance (Fig. 8(a)) and standard deviation of 3cm (Fig. 8(b)). Therefore, the small error is
modeled as s ∼ N (b(d), 0.03) with b(d) determined experimentally as
b(d) = 0.022 ln(1 + d) − 0.038.
We observed that large errors occurred with low probability and did not follow any characteristic parametric distribution. Thus we modeled the large error simply as a uniform random variable l over [0, 10] meters and assigned
its probability of occurrence as a binary random variable η:
u = η l where η has probability mass function

POL
if x = 1,
pη (x) =
1 − POL
if x = 0.
Here POL represents the probability of occurrence of large
error and is chosen conservatively as 0.05 (Fig. 8(c)).
TDC devices can range within a radius of about 30 meters around obstacles with the above error characteristics.
The devices use a time-division scheme to schedule ranging
requests, with the ranging protocol requiring about 50 milliseconds, yielding a maximum achievable ranging rate in
any vicinity of approximately 20 Hz. Our simulation uses a
ranging frequency of 5 Hz to roughly capture the constraint
that nearby nodes cannot range simultaneously. We adopted
these parameters in our simulation using a unit-disk graph
model and a variety of node speeds from slow walking (at

Probability of occurrence of large error

b(d) = 0.022 log(1+d) − 0.038
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Figure 8. Ranging behavior of a pair of commercially available UWB devices.
(manually aligned to ground truth for comparison). Because
the first global view calculation was scheduled to occur at
t = 5 seconds, trajectories were available only after that
time. Trajectory re-estimation was triggered according to
prediction error as described earlier. Figures 10(b), 10(c),
and 10(d) respectively show the error in position, speed, and
heading estimates over time.
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Figure 9. Hyperbola fitting to noisy range
data (× marks) with least squares (dashed)
and robust quadratic fitting (solid).
0.5 m/s or ∼1 mph), walking (at 1 m/s or ∼2 mph), and
jogging (at 3 m/s or ∼6.5 mph).

4.2. Hyperbola Fitting
We used simulated noisy range data drawn from Eqn. 6
to compare the hyperbola fitting method [2] with ordinary
least squares (Fig. 9). Due to the extreme outliers, least
squares performed poorly, while robust quadratic fitting
(§ 3.2) recovered an accurate hyperbola. Table 1 compares
the recovered motion parameters to ground truth.

s
tc
m

True

Robust fitting

Least squares

1.869
−0.4492
3.890

1.874
−0.4381
3.924

0.7382
−0.02734
2.274

Table 1. Hyperbola estimation with least
squares and robust quadratic fitting.

4.3. Trajectory Refinement
This section illustrates the temporal characteristics of
the MBL algorithm in a small-network example (Fig. 10).
Fig. 10(a) shows the evolution of node 1’s global view

4.4. Accuracy, Precision, and Availability
We assessed the performance of our MBL method using
three quantitative performance metrics. The Accuracy metric characterizes the median error in trajectory estimation
with respect to ground truth. The Precision metric characterizes the standard deviation in recovered trajectory parameters. The Availability metric characterizes the fraction of
nodes for which trajectories are successfully recovered.
We simulated 50 nodes moving for 15 seconds with
a randomly selected constant velocity (uniform in 0.51.5 m/s, average 1 m/s) in a degree-15 network while ranging at 5 Hz. Each node gathers range measurements for
about 3 seconds and computes an initial view of the network
about 5 seconds from the start of simulation. We evaluated
the Accuracy and Precision metrics for position, speed, and
heading over a variety of ranging sample frequencies, average node speeds, and average node degrees. Both metrics
are shown as box plots, in which the box center represents
Accuracy and the box height represents Precision. Availability is shown in a separate plot. Each box is computed
from 50 Monte-Carlo simulation runs. Because the MBL
algorithm revises its trajectory estimates over time, we computed each metric using time-averages.
Our MBL algorithm recovers trajectories with position,
speed, and heading RMS error around 1 meter, 0.2 m/s,
and 15◦ respectively, for ranging frequencies above 1 Hz
(Fig. 11). Likewise, the algorithm estimates trajectories
for almost all nodes when ranging occurs faster than 1 Hz
(Fig. 11(d)). For lower ranging frequencies, most nodes
were unable to localize, collecting too few range samples
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Figure 10. A small-network MBL example.
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Figure 12. Time-averaged trajectory error and node availability as node speed increases.
within any observation window.
We also evaluated the growth and variation in recovered trajectory error as node speed increases (Fig. 12). As
expected, faster node motions generally degrade the algorithm’s position and speed estimates and availability since
fewer ranging observations can be gathered while any given
node is within communications range. However, increasing
node speed does have one beneficial effect: a longer effective triangulation baseline between successive range measurements that yields more accurate heading estimates.
Finally, we evaluated growth and variation in recovered
trajectory error as the node degree increases (Fig. 13), from

five (sparse) to twenty-five (dense). The availability transitions rapidly from low to high at approximately degree
ten. Because our algorithm employs a thresholding heuristic when generating triangles, low-degree networks tend to
produce insufficiently many shared triangles for propagation of localization information. In other words, the algorithm prefers to achieve high-quality localization, even if
only part of the network can be localized, than to localize
the entire network with lower accuracy. This behavior is
similar to that observed with earlier “robust quadrilateral”
criteria [14], with an availability transition similar to that
observed in other settings [24].
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Figure 13. Time-averaged trajectory error and node availability as node degree increases.
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Figure 14. True node positions at t = 75 seconds (dots), and ranging radius (circle).

4.5. Large-Network Example
We simulated a network of 40 nodes moving for 100 seconds within a square one hundred meters on a side (Fig. 14).
Each node repeatedly generates path segments by randomly
selecting an axis-aligned velocity and distance (Fig. 15).
We adjusted the velocity distributions to force motion transitions to occur in closely-spaced bursts separated by about
30 seconds (Fig. 16), 10 seconds (Fig. 17), and 3 seconds
(Fig. 16) of transition-free motion. Table 2 summarizes the
algorithm’s performance in each of the three regimes.

4.6. Faster Ranging
We also simulated operation of a hypothetical future
UWB device capable of ranging an order of magnitude
faster than today’s devices (i.e., at 50 Hz vs. 5 Hz). In the
most difficult regime where nodes change direction roughly
every 3 seconds, we found that with a 1-second (vs. 3second) observation window, the algorithm localized nodes
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Figure 15. True (black) and estimated (colored) trajectories for four of 40 nodes.
30 sec.

10 sec.

3 sec.

Position
error
(m)

Median
Std. dev.
Maximum

1.30
0.950
9.12

1.21
2.66
17.197

1.33
1.56
21.7

Speed
error
(m/s)

Median
Std. dev.
Maximum

0.136
0.124
0.771

0.137
0.139
1.05

0.174
0.179
1.36

Heading
error
(deg)

Median
Std. dev.
Maximum

10.0
17.2
103

8.94
12.3
76.0

13.9
10.6
84.6

Table 2. Performance of large-network MBL.
to within 1.05 m on average (about 25% better).

4.7. Frequent Updates
Finally, we considered the effect of our adaptive update
rule that triggers localization only when observed ranges
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Figure 20. 10-sec. intervals, 2 Hz updates.

Figure 17. 10-sec. smooth motion intervals.
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Figure 21. 3-sec. intervals, 2 Hz updates.

deviate significantly (1 m) from prediction (§3.6). While
this rule saves computation time, it sacrifices about 1 m of
positioning accuracy. Thus we ran the large-network experiment with periodic updates forced at 2 Hz. Table 3 sum-

marizes the resulting algorithm’s performance in each of the
three regimes. Figs. 19, 20, and 21 show the corresponding
plots of error over time. The computation cost grew roughly
six-fold (58,221 vs. 10,071 triangles considered), but the er-

rors are significantly smaller and the peaks caused by motion changes are clearer. For 90% of the estimates, positions
are within 1.4 m, speeds are within 0.3 m/s, and headings
are within 25◦ of ground truth.
30 sec.

10 sec.

3 sec.

Position
error
(m)

Median
Std. dev.
Maximum

0.158
1.32
12.1

0.304
0.643
7.92

0.518
0.944
6.46

Speed
error
(m/s)

Median
Std. dev.
Maximum

0.111
0.107
0.645

0.120
0.085
0.732

0.173
0.129
1.57

Heading
error
(deg)

Median
Std. dev.
Maximum

5.69
37.0
161

8.59
8.29
81.6

13.5
11.3
64.9

Table 3. Large-network MBL, 2 Hz updates.

5. Discussion
Our proposed method recovers motion trajectories well
over a range of (simulated) operating conditions, but fails
when ranging is too slow, when nodes move too quickly,
when relative motions are too small, or when the network is
sparse (i.e. when too few nodes lie within ranging radius).
Even when the ranging rate and network density are adequate, two real-world factors prevent our algorithm from
achieving perfect instantaneous estimates of all node trajectories. The first is measurement noise. Even small ranging errors of a few centimeters degrade recovered motion
and alignment parameters, producing trajectory estimates
that lose accuracy over time. The second factor is latency
of communication and computation; it takes time for any
change in a node’s motion to be sensed by other nodes and
incorporated into their computations, and for the results to
propagate throughout the network. We envision adopting a
“best effort” methodology (as in [14]) in which each node
frequently broadcasts its latest information to its neighbors,
by piggybacking alignment information onto ranging pulses
(which would be exchanged frequently in any case). In
this way, updated motion solutions will propagate rapidly
through the network, and every node will have not perfect,
but at least reasonably timely, estimates of the motion of all
other nodes within its connected component.
At the heart of our solution is a hyperbola fitting method
for estimating the relative motion between two nodes. The
fitting method that we use removes outliers, but is vulnerable to noise in the remaining data, which we believe reduces the quality of predictions based on the fit. Further
smoothing may reduce the system’s noise sensitivity, yielding better predictions and ultimately improved end-to-end
localization. Another weakness of the fitting method becomes evident when the relative motion of two nodes is

small, making the computed time of closest approach ambiguous and sensitive to noise. It may improve matters to
detect and handle this scenario explicitly.
When devices move along complex motion paths, we
can introduce higher-order parametric terms, e.g., timedependent acceleration terms, and estimate them using additional range measurements. Also, a combinatorial algorithm could determine where best to split motion paths into
lower-dimensional segments.
We also envision integration of inertial sensing to handle
transient loss of range measurements, due to channel contention, intervening material and attenuation, or excessive
distance to neighbors. Transient errors in trajectory estimation, when node velocities change over short time scales,
can also be smoothed using filtering [22]. Inertial data could
also be used to stabilize, for each user, the coordinate frame
in which that user’s MBL solution is displayed.
The network itself can provide predictive feedback to
help ensure some minimum quality of service. For example, leaders could receive guidance to slow down, laggards
to speed up, so as to keep the network sufficiently dense for
operation in the regime required by MBL.
We believe that the fundamental parameters determining the method’s performance in any real-world setting include ranging rate, ranging radius, ranging noise, maximum node speed and acceleration, expected network density, inter-node communications latency, and the computational resources available at each node. We hope to discover the quantitative relationship among these parameters
and use it predictively, for example to determine what user
motions are recoverable using a given UWB device with a
specified behavior, or conversely to select among some set
of available UWB devices given some characterization of
the group’s motion.

6. Conclusion
This paper described a method for localizing a network
of moving, range-capable nodes. The method is the first
to our knowledge to estimate persistent node trajectories,
rather than instantaneous node positions. This choice enables the method to make good use of time-windowed range
data, although at a cost of increased latency in system response to changes in the motions of individual nodes.
The proposed method combines three computations to
achieve localization: hyperbola fitting; a form of trilateration; and subgraph alignment. We implemented each component within a simulation model informed by the ranging characteristics of a commercially available UWB radio.
When nearby node pairs can achieve sustained ranging frequencies of 5 Hz over distances up to about 30 m with standard deviation of a few centimeters, our method localizes
nodes moving at typical walking speeds to within 0.2–1 m
of their correct position (depending on the frequency of mo-

tion changes and recomputation), within 0.2 m/s of their
correct speed, and within 15◦ of their correct heading. The
method fails when ranging is too slow, the network is too
sparse, or when node motions are too fast or too correlated.
Our preliminary results, based largely on simulation
data, are promising but not determinative. We hope to evaluate our method soon using actual UWB ranging devices
and real-world group motions.
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